Philosophy of Mind in Early Modern Philosophy (PMEMP)

Saturday, April 28th

9:30 – 10:30 am Light Breakfast in the Tower Room (1879 Hall)

10:30 – 12:30 pm First Panel
Carolina Flores (Rutgers), “Spinoza’s Account of Self-Knowledge”
Shelley Weinberg (Illinois), “Locke on Knowledge, Propositions, and Particles”

12:30 – 1:30 pm Lunch in the Tower Toom (Catered)

1:30 – 3:30 pm Second Panel
Michaela Manson (Toronto), “The Mind of Mary Astell”
Lisa Shapiro (SFU), “Becoming a Thinking Thing”

3:40 – 5:40 pm Third Panel
Don Garrett (NYU), “Panpsychism, Spinoza’s Way”
Galen Strawson (UT Austin), “Descartes’ Mind”

5:45 – 6:30pm Coffee Break in the Tower Room (1879 Hall)

7:00pm Dinner (open to speakers only)

Sunday, April 29th

9:30 – 10:30 am Light Breakfast in the Tower Room (1879 Hall)

10:30 – 12:30 pm Fourth Panel
Julia Jorati (OSU), “Leibniz’s Embodied Mind”
Amy Schmitter (Alberta), “Hume and Descartes on Embodied Intentionality”

12:30 – 2:00 pm Lunch in the Tower Toom (Catered)

2:00 – 4:00 pm Fifth Panel
Gary Hatfield (UPenn), “Descartes and the Active Mind”
Alison Simmons (Harvard), “Descartes and the Modern Mind”

4:00 – 4:30pm Closing Remarks and Roundtable Discussion

4:30 – 5:30pm Light Reception